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Class :  TYBMS Semester:V

Sr. No. Questions Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

Which of the following is not included in 3 C Model of logistical 

competency Company Competitor Customer Cost

2

Cost adavantage or value advantage or a combination of these 

referred to as ……………………….. Competitive advantage

Logistical 

inefficiency Logistical Interface Internal Integration

3

……………….represents the frequency of satisfying customer 

orders in a given span of time. Fill rate Call out time order cycle time stock out frequency

4

Combination of rail and road transporation is known 

as……………………. Birdy back Piggy back land bridge Fishy back

5

……………..is the transportation cost associated with the return 

journey of a vehicle after delivering a consignment variable cost fixed cost joint cost common cost

6

Cross Docking warehouses performs only 

……………………………………..operaion Break bulking final assembly product mixing Sorting

7

…………….is useful for products which have fluctuating price or 

seasonal demand Stock piling Consolidation Assembling product mixing

8

The principle of converting shipment into uniform unit load 

sizes is ……………………… work principle

automation 

principle unit load principle planning principle

9

Conveyor belt is an example of……………………..material handling 

system Manual Mechanised semi automated automated

10 Which concept is similar to the concept of Unitization Cube Minimisation Logistical consumer packaging Consolidation

11 ………………………….is the inventory of semi finished product Average Inventory Cycle Inventory Work in process finished goods inventory

12

Transit Inventory is also called as 

………………………………….inventory cycle inventory Pipeline Transit Inventory ABC Inventory

13 JIT and Kanban are commonly used……………………model Pull Push EOQ Q and P system

14

EOQ is that order quantity which result in 

……………………………..total inventory cost Maximum Various medium Minimum

15 RO-RO Concept means Roll  On Ride Ride On Ride Ride On Ride Off Roll On Roll Off

16

……………is a method of storing,transporting,and distributing 

oroducts in standard form in a container Freight Containarisation logistics parks Benchmarking

17

……………revolution brought a focus on total quality cost rather 

than just direct labour cost SCM TQM Global Cost Forces Globalisation

18

Which is a port facility for loading and unloading container 

cargo to and from ships ICD

Container Freight 

Station Double Stack Container Cold Chain Logistics

19 ABC Analysis is a…………………… Inventory control technique Quality control Logistics costing Logistical network analysis

20

Wire bin is an example of…………………………………material 

handling system Manual Mechanised semi automated automated
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21 Customer packaging is for………………….. point of sale transportation storage material handling

22 Cycle inventory is also called……………………….. Stock piling base stock raw material inventory finished goods inventory

23

In GOLF Analysis Technique ,classification parameter 

is………………………………. nature of source of supply price supply availability of goods

24

…………………..inventory control technique is a Japanese 

Management Philosophy JIT Kanban Two bin VMI

25

………………………sevices provides logistical services such as 

transportation ,packaging and material handling to companies 3PL 4PL BPO Network Analysis

26

……………….is the method of storing,transporting products in 

unitised form in a container Containerization inland port integrated logistics Requirement planning

27

…………….is the order quantity which results in minimum total 

inventory cost Total Cost EOQ Average Cost Procurement Cost

28

………………is a system that provides a series of facilities of 

storage for perishable products Cold Chain Logistics DFCCIL logistics parks CONCOR

29

In SOS Analysis ,parameter of classification 

is…………………………………. Seasonal/non seasonal price demand rate Inventory valuation

30

Forklift truck is an example of………………………………….material 

handling system mechanised manual automated semi automated


